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It is widely believed that a structure theory ought to be developed for the 
countable models of a countable theory with few countable models. It is often 
the case, however, that many of the consequences of having few countable 
models already follow from the weaker hypothesis of having few types. It is 
under this condition that we undertake here a study of theories of modules. 
Virtually all of the information that we are able to attain about modules 
with few types stems from the observation (Thm. 1.2) that if T is a small 
theory of modules and p(x) is a T-consistent pp-type, then H(p), the pure- 
injective hull of p, can be decomposed into a finite direct sum of indecom- 
posable modules. This amounts to saying that all pure types in finitely 
many variables are, in some sense, of finite weight. It is also useful in 
proving (Cor. 2.10) that if the ring is commutative, then the annihilator of 
any subset of the module has a primary decomposition. 
Garavaglia [G] has developed an elegant structure theory for w-stable 
modules which is strong enough to settle Vaught’s conjecture for that class 
of modules. In Section 3, we show (Thm. 3.3) that if T is a small U-rank 1 
theory of modules over a right noetherian ring, then T is w-stable. 
Section 4, in turn, is devoted to a proof of a result with Pillay (Thm. 4.2) 
that a module with few types and a regular generic type is of U-rank 1 if 
it is not connected-by-finite. 
I am indebted to Edgar Enochs, Mike Prest, and Philipp Rothmaler for 
their helpful suggestions and their interest. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
All types and formulae in this article are over @ and in finitely many 
variables. We use boldface type to denote tuples and plain type to denote 
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singletons. Few will always be taken to mean less than continuum and 
many will mean continuum. A theory T is called small if it has few types; 
in this case, T has only countably many types. Twill always refer to a com- 
plete theory of modules. We refer the reader to [P, Z] for anything which 
is not explained in this introduction. 
Let R be a countable ring with identity. The language L, which we use 
to study R-modules consists of a constant symbol, 0, a binary function 
symbol, +, and for each r E R, a unary function symbol, also denoted by 
r. The most important formulae in the study of modules turn out to be the 
positive primitive formulae, henceforth ppfs, which are formulae of the 
form 3y Ay = Rx where A and B are matrices with entries in R. Their 
importance lies in the following 
Fact 0.1 [P, Cor. 2.131. (a) Given T and a formula $(x), there is a 
boolean combination of ppfs a(x) such that T t= $(x) tt C(X). 
(b) Given two modules M and N, MEN iff ]q(M)/$(M)] = 
Iq(N)/$(N)I (mod co) (K =A (mod 00) iff K= i or K and 1. are both 
infinite) for all pairs of ppfs such that + $(x) + q(x). 
From Fact 0.1(a) we see that a complete type p(x) consistent with T is 
determined by T and whether or not a given ppf q(x) is in p. A pp-type is 
a maximal consistent set of formulae all of which are ppfs or negations 
thereof. We shall refer to the pp-type {q(x) 1 q(x) E p(x), cp ppf} u 
~+Kew~P(X)~ ICIPPfj as the pp-part of p and we shall set 
p+ = {cp(x)( p(x) E p(x), cp ppf}. pp-tp(a) will denote the pp-type of a; 
tp+ (a) denotes its positive part. Strictly speaking, pure-injective hulls are 
defined only for pp-complete RR-types [P, Sect. 4.11 so that if we ever mis- 
takenly refer to the hull of a complete type p we will actually be refering 
to the hull of its RR-part. A partial map f: M -+ N is called a partial 
homomorphism if for every a E dam(f), tp+(fa) 2 tp’(a) and if equality 
holds, then f is called a partial isomorphism (cf. [Z, p. 1593). 
H(A) will refer to the pure-injective hull of A. We refer the reader to [P, 
Sect. 4.11 for questions concerning pure-injective hulls and their properties. 
I(T) is the set of isomorphism types of pure-injective indecomposable 
modules which occur as direct summands of models of T. A pure-injective 
indecomposable module is strongly indecomposable, i.e., it has a local 
endomorphism ring. For UE Z(T), we say that U is T-unlimited iff M b T 
implies MO U + T. 
Note that if q(x) is a ppf and M and N are modules then q(M) is a sub- 
group of the additive structure of M and that cp(M@N) = cp(M)@cp(N). 
This latter observation together with Fact 0.1(b) above shows that if 
Me M’ and N = N’ then MO N = M’O N’. So if S and Tare theories, this 
allows us to speak of the product theory SOT. In this way, it is also 
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possible to talk about infinite products of theories. For example, to say 
that T- T” is to say that T is closed under products, i.e., if M + T and 
Ni= T, thenMeN+ T, 
We shall often take recourse to the monster model of T, denoted by fi; 
this is just an adequately saturated model of T. The generic type of a theory 
T is the type whose pp-part p is characterized by: q(x) E p+ iff q(x) defines 
a subgroup of finite index. 
I. THE MAIN THEOREM 
It is easy to see that if the lattice of pp-definable subgroups of T contains 
a dense chain, then T has many types. In this case we say that T does not 
have m-dimension (cf. [P, Chap. lo]). Ziegler has shown that if T does not 
have m-dimension, then [Z(T)1 >2K0 [Z, Lemmas 8.3 and 8.41, but that if 
T does have m-dimension, then IZ( T)l d K,. Another consequence of T 
having m-dimension is that every pure-injective model M of T can be 
written as M = H( @ { Ui 1 i E Z} ) where each Ui is indecomposable. 
The following lemma gives another familiar criterion for obtaining many 
types. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that there are ppfi { II/i (x ) 1 i E Z} with Z infinite such 
thatfor anyj~Z, {-I$~(x)}u (@j(x)li~Z, i#j} is consistent. Then T has 
many types. 
Proof: It is enough to show that for an arbitrary subset J of Z, Q(x) = 
{lll/j(xljEJ)u {Icli(x)li4J) is consistent. To this end, let aj be a realiza- 
tion of {~$~(x)} u {Il/,(x)li~Z, i#j}. Then for J’ a finite subset of J, let 
c,, =C {a, IZGJ’}. It is obvious that +Gi(c,,) iff i$ J’ and so Q(x) is 
finitely satisfiable. 1 
This allows us to give a characterization of small theories. 
THEOREM 1.2. A theory T of modules is small iff 
(i) Z(T) is countable, 
(ii) each U E Z(T) realizes only countably many pp-types, and 
(iii) for each pp-type p(x) consistent with T”, the pure-injective hull of 
p is a finite direct sum of indecomposables. 
Proof: First, we dispense with the right to left case. Let p be an 
arbitrary T-consistent pp-type and let k p(a). Then by (iii), H(a)= 
@ ( Ui I 1 d i < n} with each Ui indecomposable and if we factor a as 
a=~{aiJ1~idn)witheachai~U,weseethatp+=~{rp+(ai)~1~i~n}. 
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But by (i) and (ii), there are at most countably many choices for rp+(ai) 
and the positive part of any pp-type is always a finite intersection of such. 
As p is determined by p+, T is small. 
If we assume that T is small, then T has m-dimension so according to the 
discussion above IZ( T)J 6 N,. (ii) is immediate so assume that (iii) fails. 
Since T has the same lattice of pp-definable subgroups as T” and T has 
m-dimension, it follows that T” also has m-dimension. Thus the worst 
that can happen is that for some T”-consistent pp-type p, H(p) E 
H(@ { Ui lieI}) with Z infinite. In that case let a + p(x) and elementarily 
imbed its hull as H(a) = H( @ { Ui / i E Z}) < n { U, ) in Z}. We can denote 
this realization of p as a = (ai ) i E I) with each a, E Ui. But that means that 
every ai is linked with a, i.e., that for each in Z there is a ppf a,(~, y) such 
that + oi(a, ai) but k lci(a, 0). By projecting onto the ith component 
+ ~,(a~, a,), so by subtraction one easily gets that k a,(a-a,, 0) and 
hence klaj(ai, 0). If i#j, we can project onto thejth component to get 
t= a,(a,, 0). Therefore + o,(a,, 0) iff i#j. Since we have taken aiE Ui and 
since Z(T) = Z( Tw) [P; Cor. 4.391, it means that the pp-type of aj is consis- 
tent with T. Thus the set of ppfs { a,(~, 0) ( in I} satisfies the hypothesis of 
the lemma with respect to T, showing that T has many types, a contra- 
diction. 1 
We shall refer to pp-types satisfying condition (iii) of Theorem 1.2 as 
types of finite algebraic weight. 
COROLLARY 1.3. T is small ijf T” is small. 
Proof: As has been noted already, Z(T) = Z(T”). Then, since 
(T,), = T”, the theorem yields that the smallness of T is equivalent to that 
of T”. 1 
The sets of the form Z(T) turn out to be the closed subsets of the Ziegler 
Spectrum of R. In the above proof we used the property that Z(T) = Z( To) 
so that it is possible that distinct theories are indices of the same closed set. 
But if Z(S) = Z(T) and both S and T are closed under products then it is 
almost obvious that S= T. Corollary 1.3 can then be put into the proper 
setting by saying that smallness is not just a property of a theory, but 
rather an invariant of a closed set; for if S is a small theory and 
Z(S) = Z( T), then by the Corollary, S” is small and, as above, T” = S” so 
T” is also small. Another application of the corollary gives that T is small. 
This allows us to speak about “small” closed sets or closed sets “with few 
types” when refering to closed sets of the form Z(T) where T is small. 
One can show that the union of two small closed sets is again a small 
closed set. For if S and T are small, then because the monster model R of 
SO T can be factored as R= MO N where M + S and M k T, it follows 
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that S @ T is small as well. Then Z(S) u Z(T) = 1( SO T) is a small closed 
set. 
A A-pp-formula (/\-ppf, for short) Q(x) is a possibly infinite conjunction 
of ppfs. Two such formulae Q(x) and Y(x) are equivalent modulo T-in 
symbols T k Q(x)- V(xtiff I@ + a(x)- Y’(x). This means that for 
each conjunction $(x) of Y(x) there is a finite subconjunction of Q(x), 
l\{‘pi(x)llQi<n} such that T+~{cpi(x)ll<i<n}-+ll/(x)andconver- 
sely. Since the lattice of ppfs of T is the same as that of any power of T, 
it follows that two A-ppfs are equivalent modulo T iff they are equivalent 
modulo some (any) power of T. 
COROLLARY 1.4. T is small iff there are just countably many A-ppfs 
module T. 
Proof By the above discussion and Corollary 1.3, it is enough to prove 
the corollary for T a) i.e., we can assume T is closed under taking products. 
Given a T-consistent pp-type p, it is not at all hazardous to confuse 
p+(x) with the /I\-ppf A {q(x) 1 q(x) E p + >. So it is clear that the number 
of A-ppfs bounds the number of types. 
Conversely, to each /\-ppf Q(x), there corresponds the pp-type pG 
defined by q(x) E pg iff T /= Q(x) + q(x). This is consistent by Neumann’s 
Lemma [P, Thm. 2.121 and the fact that T is closed under products. In 
fact, pQ is nothing more than the generic type of Q(x). It is clear that 
equivalent A-ppfs give rise to the same pp-type. Thus the number of 
pp-types, which is countable, is a bound for the number of /\-ppfs. 1 
Given a /I\-ppf Q(x), the above proof tells us that there is an element a 
in a model of T” so that if p = pp-tp(a), then T” + p+(x) ++ Q(x). 
Assuming that T is small, Corollary 1.3 and Theorem 1.2 imply that p(x) is 
already realized in a finite power of T. In the latter three sections, we shall 
resort to taking a realization a of p(x) in T” for finite, but large enough n. 
Note that this does not mean that a is an n-tuple from the monster model 
of T, but rather a tuple from the monster model of T”. This realization will 
be called the generator of @. We shall then get information about G(x) by 
working in T”, but because T + p’( ) x +-+ a(x) that information will hold 
true in T as well. 
II. THE RING 
There is an abundance of examples of A-pp-definable R-submodules of 
ii?. If the ring in question is commutative, then all A-pp-definable sub- 
groups of fi turn out to be submodules. If I is a right ideal of the ring, then 
IX = 0 defines another submodule. One can also generate new A-pp- 
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definable submodules from old ones using a process such as the localisation 
at a closed set of the Ziegler Spectrum (cf. [P, p. 1741). A particular case 
of this is the A-RR-definable subgroup of fi which is defined by the positive 
part of the generic type of 7X(@--it is the localization of x = x at a cer- 
tain closed set. Similarly, one can introduce “local” radicals and apply 
them to already existing A-RR-definable submodules. An example of this 
will be given in the following section to show that a small U-rank 1 module 
which is not o-stable has a descending chain of RR-definable submodules. 
In any case, A-RR-definable R-submodules of fi are easier to handle than 
subgroups. Indeed, if the theory in question is small we can derive certain 
restrictions on the ring by studying definable submodules. In this section, 
as in the sequel, we assume that T is small. 
The following few lemmas are folklore. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf u E A4 and A4 has few types, then A4 satisfies the minimum 
condition on subgroups of the form Ra n q(M). 
Proof: Suppose not. Then we get a descending chain of ppfs cpO(x) 2 
cpl(X) = ... = cpn(x) = . ..andr.~Rsuchthat b cp,((r,a)but t=l(~~+~(r~a). 
Then a standard argument like that in the proof of [P. Thm. 3.11 gives rise 
to many types, a contradiction. 1 
We also need to document some facts about the Jacobson radical of the 
endomorphism ring. We shall restrict our attention to pure-injective 
modules with a finite direct sum decomposition into indecomposables 
M= @ { Ui ll< id n}. Let S = End,&! and denote by J(S) the Jacobson 
radical of S. Define L(S) as L(S) = {f E S 1 f stricly increases the pp-type of 
every non-zero element of M} and let rci~ S be the natural projection onto 
Ui determined by the above decomposition of M. 
LEMMA 2.2. J(S)= L(S). 
Proof. If f $ L(S), there is an a EM such that tp+(af) = tp+(a). Then 
there is a g E S such that afg = a so that 1 - fg has a non-trivial kernel; 
hence f$J(S). 
Suppose now that f # J(S) so that there is a g E S with I- fg not inver- 
tible. If 1 -fg is a partial isomorphism on M, it is not surjective. Hence M 
decomposes as M= M(1 -fg)@N so if CEN, then -cfg= c- cfg- c. 
Since c - cfg and -c lie in orthogonal summands, it must be that 
tp + (c) 2 rp + (cfg ), i.e., f # L(S). Since partial isomorphisms are always 
injective, we can assume that 1 -gf is not a partial isomorphism. In that 
case, the proof of [Z, Thm. 4.33 provides us with an element c E M for 
which tp’(c) = tp+(cfg). f $ L(S) again. 1 
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The above proof of Lemma 2.2 actually goes through for an arbitrary 
pure-injective module, but there is more that one can say in our case. 
~EJ(S) is clearly equivalent to rc;f~J(~) for all 1 < i< n. But this is 
equivalent to saying that rci.f E L(S) for all 1 d i d n which can readily be 
shown to mean that f restricted to U; is not a partial isomorphism for all 
1 <i<n. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If M = U”, U indecomposable, then S/J(S) E M,,(A) 
where A is the residue ring of End, U and M,,(A) denotes the ring of n x n 
matrices with entries in A. 
Proof: First write M as M= @ {U, / 1 <i<n} with each Ui?z U; we 
can identify Si= End, Ui with rciSrci. If we find isomorphisms e,i: U, + U, 
such that e,, is the identity on U, and letting e,, = e ,; ’ , then p(f) = e,, Je,, 
is an isomorphism of rings between S, and Si. We can think of the e,; and 
e ,, as elements of S such that e,,e,, =dVe,, where 6, is the famous 
Kronecker delta. Since S= @ je,,S,e,i 11 <i,j<n}, every element .f’ES 
can be written uniquely as f = C (e,,,fi,e,, 11 d i, j,<n} with f,,~ S,. We 
can then define a map ,D from S to M,(A) by p(f) = (fV ) 1 < i, j < n) where 
xj denotes the class off, modulo the maximal ideal of S,. This map is 
clearly additive. To show that it is also multiplicative, note that 
fs= C {e,lfijfiie,j 11 ( <i,j<n} ~{ek,g,,e,,116k,mdn} >( > 
=C {X h,f, g,mel,Il<j~n} I l<i,m<n I 
=C Ieil (IX ifi,Sjtn I l<ibn} e,Jlbi,m<n ) 1 
so that 
CfiT),,=~ {fjgjrn I1 <j<n}. 
The result now follows just as soon as one sees that f~ ker p iff fi, is in the 
maximal ideal of S, for all 1 d i, j d n. 1 
COROLLARY 2.4. If Mz @ { VT I 1 d i< k} is a decomposition of M 
into indecomposable modules such that Vi f V, if if j, then S/J(S) 1 
@ {M,,(A,)( 1 ,<i<k) where Ai is the residue ring ofEnd, Vi. 
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Proof Denote by rc ,,, the natural projection onto I’:; Si = End, VT can 
be identified with nVCSlt “,. So iffES thenf=C {7cV,frrV, 11 <i,j<k}. The 
discussion following Lemma 2.2 tells us that if i #J, then x “,SK V, E L(S) = 
J(S). But thenfE @ (S,l l<i<k}+J(S). Thus S= @ {S,l l<i<k}+J(S) 
which means that the natural map of rings @ { Si 1 1 < i < k} + S/J(S) 
is surjective. The kernel is, by Lemma 2.2, @ { Sj 116 i < k} n L(S) = 
~{L(S,)~l~i6k}=~{J(S,)~l~i~k}.ThusS/J(S)~~{S,~ldidk}/ 
@ {J(S,)Il<i<k} ? @ {S,/J(S,)(16ibk} g @ {M,&Ml<i<k}, 
by Proposition 2.3. I 
Suppose that Q(x) defines in fi an R-submodule. Let c be a generator 
of Q(x) and let us work in H(c); let S= End, H(c). Note that H(c) imbeds 
into a model of a power of T so that Th(H(c)) also has few types. Since 
Q(x) defines a submodule, we have that for any r E R, H(c) l= @(rc) and 
hence H(c) + p’(rc) where p = RR-Q(C). Thus there is an a(r) E S such that 
ca(r) = rc. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. a induces a homomorphism Cc: R + S/J(S). 
Proof: Suppose that b is another map /?: R + S such that c/?(r) = rc. 
Then c(a(r) - /3(r)) =0 and hence for any y E S, c[ 1 - y(a(r) - /I(r))] = c. 
This means that 1 -y(cr - b) is invertible, forcing a(r) --/I(r) E J(S), i.e., 
C(r) = B(r). Next, we notice that ca(r)a(s) = (rc)a(s) = r(ca(s)) = rsc = 
ca(r.s) so c[a(r)a(s) -a(u)] = 0. As above, this gives that E(r)E(s) = E(rs). 
Similarly, Cr is additive. 1 
We are interested in the kernel J of this homomorphism. If E(r) = 0, then 
that means that a(r) E J(S) so that by Lemma 2.2, a(r) stricly increases the 
RR-type of every element in H(c). In particular, if s E R, tp + (src) = 
rp+(sca(r)) 3 tp+(sc) where this last inclusion is strict. This brings us to 
the following 
DEFINITION 2.6. A subset I of a ring is left T-nilpotent if for every 
infinite sequence ri, r2, . . . . rk, . . . in Z, there is an n such that rl . . r,, = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. J/arm(c) is a left T-nilpotent ideal of R/arm(c). 
Proof: Suppose to the Contrary. We get a sequence rl, r2, . . . . rk, . . . in J 
such that for every n < N,,, r, rz ... r,c # 0. Since each r,, is in J, we 
know that tp+(rlrz...rnrn+lc)=tp+(r1rz...rnca(rn+l))~tp+(r1r2...rnc) 
and this last inclusion is strict. So we can get a descending chain 
of ppfs q,,(x) 1 vi(x) 3 ... 2 q,(x) 2 . . . such that i= qn(rIrZ ... r,,c) but 
klvncl(rlr2... r,c). By Lemma 2.1, we get many types in Th(H(c)), a 
contradiction. i 
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Recall that for R 2 A and A42 X, the right annihilator of A in A4 is 
r,,,,(A) = {mcM/ Am = 0) and the left annihilator of X in R is I,(X) = 
{rE RIrX=O}. Using the equations r(l(r(A)))= r(A) and I(r(f(A)))=/(A) 
it follows that the maximum condition on left annihilators is equivalent to 
the minimum condition on right annihilators. Reference [AF; Prop. 29.21 
then says that for a ring with minimum condition on right annihilators 
(in R), a left T-nilpotent ideal is nilpotent. 
We work in R = R/arm(c). 
THEOREM 2.8. J= J/arm(c) is nilpotent. 
Proof: It is enough to verify the minimum condition on right 
annihilators. Take a descending chain of right annihilators r(A,) 2 
r(A,)? ... 2 r(A,) 1 . Then ... zl(r(A,))l ... zI(r(A,))zl(r(A,)). 
Note that I(A) = /(AC) so if this chain is proper we can take si E l(r(A,)) and 
si$I(r(A, ,)) so that forjdn, s,r(A,)c=O, but sn+,r(A,)c#O. Defining 
q,,(x) as A {s,x=O~j<n}, {cp,(H(c))n RcIn<N,} becomes a strictly 
decreasing sequence, contradicting Lemma 2.1. But then the original 
descending chain must have stopped as well. 1 
The above tells us that if we take a faithful module M with few types and 
apply the above considerations to the trivial submodule Q(x) c--f x = x, we 
get a nilpotent ideal N in R such that R/N imbeds into a semi-simple 
artinian ring. 
The Commutative Case 
For the remainder of this section, assume that R is a commutative ring. 
Then every pp-definable subgroup is, in fact, a submodule and we can 
apply the results above indiscriminately. 
If U is an indecomposable pure-injective module over R, then we can 
associate to U the prime ideal p(U) = R n J(End, U), where the map of R 
into End, U is the obvious one. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let c E U and suppose that U has few types. Then there is a 
k such that arm(c) 2 #( U)k and arm(c) is +( U)-primary. 
Proof The first assertion follows directly from Theorem 2.8. To see the 
second assertion let rs E arm(c), s $ arm(c). Then r(sc) = 0 so r E ;I;( U) and 
so rk E arm(c). Since arm(c) is contained in fi( U), it is ;t;( U)-primary. 1 
COROLLARY 2.10. Zf a E M” and M has few types, then arm(a) has a 
primary decomposition. Thus if Mz A, then arm(A) has a primary 
decomposition. 
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ProoJ By Theorem 1.2, H(a) = @ { Ui 116 i < rr} and we can factor a 
as a = 1 {a, 1 1 < i < rz} such that U, = H(ai) is indecomposable. But then 
arm(u) = fi { ann(a,) 11 < i < n > with ann(a,) +z( Uj)-primary. 1 
COROLLARY 2.11. Suppose that U is a faithful pure-injective indecom- 
posable R-module with few types. Let m be the maximal ideal of R!,(,,, the 
loculisution of R at b(U). Then n {mnln < N,} = (0). 
Proof: By Lemma 2.9, (0) = ann( U)= (7 {arm(c) I CE U} 2 n {m’ 1 n < K,}. 
I 
III. U-RANK 1 MODULES 
Ziegler [Z] proved that if a module over a Dedekind domain has few 
types, then it is o-stable. Rothmaler [R] was able to prove the same result 
for modules of U-rank 1 over a left noetherian ring. In this section, we shall 
show that the same is true for U-rank 1 modules over a right noetherian 
ring. Throughout this section, T is a small theory. 
By [P, Prop. 7.61, a module M has U-rank 1 iff for every ppf q(x) in one 
variable, eother q(M) is finite or has linte index in M. A module M is 
o-stable iff it has the descending chain condition on pp-definable sub- 
groups. Thus to show that a U-rank 1 module is o-stable, it is enough to 
show that there is no descending chain of pp-definable subgroups of finite 
index. Now this is equivalent to saying that the connected component M” 
of M has finite index, i.e., that M” is definable by a single pp-formula. 
Recall that M” is the intersection of all definable subgroups of finite 
index in M and that lin,M = (r E R 1 rM is finite} is the linitizer ideal of M 
in R. If rE R we use M[r] to denote the kernel of r; rglin, M iff M[r] 
is of finite index in M. Our point of departure is the following result of 
Rothmaler: 
THEOREM R [R]. Let M be a module of U-rank 1 with few types which 
is not w-stable. Then MO= (7 {M[r] 1 relin, M}. 
If R is left noetherian, then fin,M is finitely generated as a left ideal by, 
say rl , . . . . r,,. So if M is U-rank 1 with few types and is not u-stable then 
the above theorem yields the fact that MO = n {M[rk] 11 d k <n} is 
definable, forcing M to be o-stable anayway. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For a A-ppf @ the radical of @, rad @ = A { Y I Y(a) 
is a maximal /I\-pp-definable subgroup of @(fi). The higher radicals are 
defined recursively by radk + ’ @ = rad(radk@). 
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Note that if Y(fi) is maximal inside @(A) then there is a conjunct $ of 
Y such that T + Y(x) ++ (@ A $)(x). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let T he a U-rank 1 theory of modules with few types 
which is not o-stable. Then for any ppf q(x) in one variable, cp(fi)/rad cp(fi) 
is finite. In particular, rad cp is equivalent to a pp-formula. 
ProoJ: If cp(fi) is finite, there is nothing to prove so assume that cp(fi) 
has finite index in a. Let a be a generator of q(x) and let n < HO be large 
enough so that pp-tp(a) is consistent with T”. 
First let S= End, H(a) and we will show that q(H(a))/rad cp(H(a)) is 
artinian as an S-module; cp(H(a)) and rad cp(H(a)) are both S-submodules 
of H(a). Now rad cp(H(a)) is an intersection of maximal submodules of 
cp(H(a)) and so contains J(cp(H(a))), the intersection of all maximal sub- 
modules of &H(a)). But J(cp(H(a))) 1 J(S)q$H(a)) so cp(H(a))/radcp(H(a)) 
is an S/J(S)-module and since cp(H(a)) = aS is a cyclic S-module, so 
q(H(a))/rad cp(H(a)) is a cyclic S/J(S)-module. By Corollary 2.4, S/J(S) is 
right artinian and therefore so is cp(H(a))/rad cp(H(a)). 
This means that there are finitely many ppfs Ic/! with 1 6 i < n such that 
cp/(cp A tii) is a T-minimal pair and H(a) k radq(x) c-f (cp A A {$, 11 <i<n}). 
WeaimtoshowthatthesameholdsinT.LetICI=cp~~{~,Il~iQn}; 
it is enough to prove that T k Ic/ + rad q(x). Suppose, to the contrary, 
that there is a 6(x) such that cp 26 and (p/S is a T-minimal pair and 
T /= 1 (Ic/ -+ 6). Then the natural map $/($ A 6) -+ rp/6 is an isomorphism 
of groups. As (p/6 is T-minimal, [P, Cor. 9.43 says that there is exactly one 
UE I(T) for which Iq(U)/S(U)l 2 1. Since k 16(a), it must be that 
UE I( Th(H(a))). But then iII/(H(a))/($ A 6)(H(a))l > 1, a contradiction. 
Thus T~radcp(x)t-+(cp~~\$Jl6idn}). If all of the $;s are of 
finite index, then so is rad cp(a) and the result follows. If there is some @, 
such that ICli(fi) is finite, then since cp(iii) is of finite index and tii(fi) is 
finite and there are no definable subgroups stricly between (p(k) and 
II/, (fi), we can extend cp(fi) 3 tij(fi) to a composition series of definable 
subgroups of I@. This implies that R is o-stable, a contradiction. [ 
To say that &iii) is an R-submodule of fi is to say that for all r E R 
T + q(x) + cp(rx). If cp(fi) is an R-submodule of fi, then it readily follows 
that rad q(A) is one also. It is in this manner that a U-rank 1 module with 
few types which is not o-stable has an infinite descending chain of definable 
submodules of finite index; one need only consider the descending chain 
given by x = x 3 rad(x = x) 1 rad2(x = x) 3 . 3 radk(x = x) 3 . . 
If cp 3 $ are ppfs, then the multiplicity of cp/lc/, p((p/$), is the length of a 
composition series of definable subgroups between cp(&) and $(fi) if such 
exists. It is quite clear that T + radk(x = x) + A {e(x) I ~(x = x/$(x)) Gk}. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let M be a U-rank 1 module with few types over a right 
noetherian ring. Then M is w-stable. 
Proof I = lin,M is finitely generated as a right ideal by, say, r,, . . . . r,,. 
Then IM = C { r,M 1 1 6 i < n} is finite and pp-definable. Let k = p(ZM/O) be 
the multiplicity of IM. Since the lattice of definable subgroups between M 
and M[r] is isomorphic to that of rM, we get that p(M/M[r]) = p(rM) d 
p(IM) 6 k. If M is not o-stable, then by Proposition 3.2, radk (x=x) is a 
ppf of finite index. But by the statement directly preceding this theorem 
T /= radk(x = x) + /j(M[r] 1 r EZ}. Theorem R then forces MO to be of 
finite index and M to be o-stable, after all. 1 
IV. MODULES WITH A REGULAR GENERIC 
Pillay and I proved that a module with a regular generic and few types 
is either connected-by-finite or has U-rank 1. In this section, I give my own 
proof of this fact using an idea of Buechler [B] and the results of Section 1. 
Throughout this section, it is assumed that T is small. 
A non-algebraic T-consistent type p is called regular iff p’(x) defines a 
minimal non-zero A-pp-definable subgroup of H(p). Such types always 
have T-unlimited, indecomposable hulls. If, moreover, p is the generic type 
of T, then H(p) is pp-simple, i.e., H(p) has no non-trivial definable sub- 
groups. This follows because H(p) is unlimited so that p+(H(p))=H(p) 
and p+(H(p)) is also a minimal A-pp-definable subgroup of H(p). 
Let n< No be such that we can find in the monster model fi of T” a 
generator of x=x, a. The generic of T is the same as that of T”; we will 
denote it by 1. Denote by I the ideal {r E R: + 1 ‘(~a)} of R. I is clearly 
an ideal since it is the annihilator of the module fi/l + (fi). 
THEOREM B [B]. Zf Th(M) is small, then [R : Z] is finite. 
Proof We work in fl+ T” with the above notation. Since T” also has 
few types, Lemma 2.1 asserts that we have the descending chain condition 
on subgroups of the form Ra A (p(m). Now 1 + (15) = n {q(m) 1 cp has finite 
index > so Ra n 1 + (fl) = Ra n cp(fl) for some rp of finite index. This means 
that I= {rl + cp(ra)j an d so [R : Z] is bounded by the index of q(R) in 
Iv. 1 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf M is a module with a regular generic, then Iin,M is a 
prime ideal. If, in addition, MO has infinite index in M, then tin,M 
contains I. 
ProoJ: Note that fin,M = ann(H( 1)) so by the pp-simplicity of H(l), 
fin,M is prime. 
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Having chosen LIE fl, a generator of X=X, it is quite clear that ra is a 
generator of r ( X, i.e., if q = pp-rp(ra), then T + q+(x) e-, r 1 x. Now suppose 
that r E I so that + 1 +(ra). The above then implies that T + r 1 .K -+ 1 +(x). 
We know that this implication is strict since T + r 1 x H 1 +(x) would 
contradict our assumption that 1 +(x) is infinitely definable. This means 
that rH(1) # H( 1). By the pp-simplicity of H(l), rH( 1) = 0 so that 
rEann(H(l))=fin.M. 1 
So if T is small and its connected component has infinite index, then 
R/tin,M is a finite field. If UE I( T) is unlimited then 1 ‘(U) = U so if 
r E fin,M, rU = 0, and U is just a vector space over R/fin,M. Thus T has 
a unique unlimited indecomposable, a vector space over R/fin,M of 
dimension 1. By [HR, Sect. 41, T has U-rank 1. Thus we get 
THEOREM 4.2 (with Pillay). If T= Th(M) is small with a regular 
generic, then M is connected-by-finite or T has U-rank 1. 
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